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Exploiting the Greek University Network E-Learning Platform OpenEclass with ‘uname’ SQL
Injection vulnerability and privilege escalation with DirtyCow (CVE-2016-5195) Linux Exploit
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GUnet OpenEclass E-learning platform 1.7.3 - 'uname'
SQL Injection
Dirty COW (CVE-2016-5195)

Privilege Escalation
Attack OS

Target Enumeration
Reconnaissance was conducted on the target using nmap 2 to
identify running services and versions. An apache web server
was the sole service.

Linux kali 5.4.0-kali4-amd64 #1 SMP Debian 5.4.191kali1 (2020-02-17) x86_64 GNU/Linux

Abstract
Boot to root capture the flag competitions (CTFs) are events in
which participants attempt exploit known vulnerabilities in
virtualized target machines to gain otherwise unauthorized
access. Competitors use various penetration testing techniques
to systematically enumerate the target machine for
vulnerabilities and exploit them to read privileged system files.
Completion of the event typically ends in obtaining root or
system level privilege and reading the hashed contents of flag
files (commonly named flag.txt).
This write-up will describe one solution to the CTF
challenge VulnUni. The challenge was written by Emaragkos
and is hosted on the VulnHub platform. It was completed using
a Kali Linux distribution run in VMWare Fusion. The writeup identifies a successful solution in which the Greek
University Network GUnet E-Learning Platform OpenEclass
was exploited with a SQL injection vulnerability. Local
privilege escalation was achieved using the DirtyCow (CVE2016-5195) Linux Kernel Exploit.

Using the OWASP Zed Attack Proxy scanner 3, the service was
scanned for common vulnerabilities. The scanner brute forced
several directories on the server, including the
http://192.168.8.132/vulnuni-eclass/info/ directory. Manual
enumeration of the site revealed a plaintext service version
(1.7.2).

Vulnerability Discovery
Using the searchsploit tool4, two vulnerabilities were
identified for the GUnet OpenEclass application.

Network Enumeration
To start the challenge, both the attack and target machines
were launched in VMWare fusion. To enable network
connectivity between the machines, a network adaptor was
provisioned for each using the Host-Only setting. DCHP was
enabled on the target machine, therefore both machines
accessed the same network after boot up. The first objective
was to obtain the ip address of the target machine. To achieve
this, Roy Hills’ arp-scan 1 utility was used to gather Address
Resolution Protocol network traffic on the local network. ARP
is an essential function in networking in which devices on a
network can map Machine Access Control (MAC) addresses
to IP addresses. The target was identified as 192.168.8.132.

Exploit 48106 revealed a ‘uname’ SQL Injection vulnerability
for the GUnet OpenEclass E-learning platform 1.7.3. The
official exploit in the Exploit-DB database 5 required to first
capture a log-in request using BurpSuite6.

Exploit Preparation
BurpSuite was configured to intercept traffic on port 8080.
Using sample credentials of ‘admin and ‘test’ for the username
and password respectively, the request was captured and saved
as eclasstestlogin.
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Target Penetration
To trigger the SQL injection vulnerability, the Sqlmap7 utility was used. To use the BurpSuite log-in capture, the -r flag was issued
to set the REQUESTFILE to eclasstestlogin.
Figure 1: Sqlmap SQL injection

Figure 1: On left, the BurpSuite log-in capture is loaded into Sqlmap. On right, a time-based blind sql injection is successfully exploited against the target, dumping the user database data.

Several sqlmap commands were issued to enumerate the
backend database. The final command issued dumped the user
database which included usernames and passwords for the
application. Using BurpSuite, the username pair for admin was
confirmed to successfully grant administrator access to the
application.

trigger the exploit, the location of the malicious php file was
browsed manually with Firefox.

Privilege Escalation
With administrative credentials to the web application, the
second of the two application exploits identified earlier could
be used. The GUnet OpenEclass 1.7.3 E-learning platform –
‘month’ SQL Injection vulnerability enables authenticated
admins to upload reverse php shell files to the TmpUnzipping
directory. The msfvenom8 utility was used to create a custom
php meterpreter bind shell that could be uploaded to the target
to enable a shell to connect back to the attack machine upon
execution. The LHOST variable was set to the attack machine
ip address using port 4448

When the exploit file was browsed, the php payload triggered
a shell to bind to the local handler. A meterpreter session was
opened on the kali attack machine

To receive the shell from the php payload, a multi/handler was
used from the Metasploit framework9. The LHOST variable
was set to the local attack machine ip, RHOST was set to the
target ip, and LPORT was set to 4448. The payload option was
set to php/meterpreter/bind_tcp. After each of the variables
were set, the handler was launched to await the connection. To
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Locating Flags
With a low privilege shell (www-data), manual enumeration
of the target machine revealed the first flag stored at
/home/vulnuni/flag.txt

Privilege Escalation II
The next stage of exploitation was to escalate privilege from
the www-data users to root. To enumerate the target and
identify local privilege escalation vulnerabilities, the BeRoot10
vulnerability script was used. To get the script to the target, the
script was copied to the /var/www/html directory and an
apache2 web server was started on the attack machine. On the
target machine, the wget command was used to transfer the
script to the local system. The script was made executable
using chmod. Upon execution, the scan identified several local
privilege escalation exploits. The most notable of these was the
Dirtycow Linux Kernel Exploit 11. Several public exploits exist
for the Dirtycow vulnerability. Each takes a slightly different

Obtaining Root Privilege
The CowRoot script was set to executable using chmod (777)
and ran on the target machine. The exploit takes a considerable
amount of time to trigger the required RCE condition which
enables the privilege escalation. After several moments, the
script completed. With the expectation of root privilege, the
final flag was read successfully with the cat command. For
further proof of root privilege, the whoami and id commands
were executed and identified the user as root with a uid of 0.

approach and requires various levels of interactivity from the
user. Most available exploits cause target machines to crash if
they exist in a virtualize environment. After several attempts
to use these exploits and crashing the target machine, the
SUID-based DirtyCow exploit CowRoot 12 was found to
execute without problem.
The CowRoot exploit was copied to the attack machine from
its GitHub Gist repository. The exploit is written in c, and
required compilation prior to use. Using the GNU GCC
Compiler13, the exploit was compiled and subsequently copied
to the target using the same apache webserver technique
mentioned above.
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